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MVK500AM Tripod with fluid video head Lightweight with Side Lock 
 
Fast set-up, easy handling and beautiful shots guaranteed. 
The Fluid Video System, Lightweight with Side Lock is the 
ultimate video system for any professional. Designed to 
make even the trickiest job a cinch, this clever tripod with 
fluid video head has everything you need to work to the 
highest standard, even when you’re under pressure. And it’s 
super easy to transport. Its smart design includes a side lock 
feature, enabling you to slot your camera in from the top, 
rather than the back. This frees you up to get to work fast, 
and keeps your gear absolutely secure, so there’s no need 
for a secondary lock. 
 
Fluid cartridges on both pan and tilt axis give you incredibly 
smooth movements, so jerking from one angle to the next is 
a thing of the past. Plus, this nifty tripod with fluid video 
head works with even awkward interchangeable lens 
cameras, and supports wider HDSLR bodies. It has a pre-set 
counterbalance of up to 2.4kg, but can support up to 5kg, 
giving you all the strength you need in a photo head. Not 
only that, it comes complete with its very own carry case, so 
you can pack things away in a jiffy at the end of the day. 
 
This essential tripod with fluid video head even comes with a 9.5mm connector to easily 
pair with accessories, like an external monitor. The functional and innovative aluminium legs 
make it lightweight and compact when disassembled. When it’s up, secure leg locking keeps 
everything firmly in place, and rubber feet add to its stability, and a rubber strap secures the 
tripod once folded away, so you can be sure this handy stand is always safe, whether it’s in 
use or packed away. 
 
Features: 

 Compact, lightweight and portable tripod with fluid video head 
 Smooth movement thanks to fluid head  
 Side lock allows for fast, easy set up 
 Suits the latest interchangeable lens cameras 
 Stable and adjustable tripod even for rough ground 
 Designed in Italy. 

 
Specifications: 
Weight 3.56 kg Leg Type Twin 
Top Attachment 1/4  screw, 3/8  screw Leg Lock Type Flip Lock 
Ball Flat 60 Ball Leg Sections 3 
Safety Payload Weight 5 kg Legs Tube Diameter 15.2, 18.5, 21.7 mm 
Counterbalance System Fixed Material Aluminium 
Powered by (batteries) 0 Maximum Height 154 cm 
Bubble Spirit Level (No.) 1 Min Height 67.5 cm 
Counterbalance Weight 2.4 kg Maximum Working Temp 60 °C 
Center of gravity 55 mm Minimum Working Temp -20 °C 
Carrying Bag Included 110124 Pan Bar Included Yes 
Center Column no centre column Pan Drag fluid cartridge with fixed drag 
Closed Length 72 cm Tilt Drag fluid cartridge with fixed drag 
Colour Black Plate Type 500PLONG 
Easy Link Yes Quick Release Yes 
Front Tilt -70° / +90° Spreader mid level - fixed arm length 
Head Type Video/Fluid Head Accessory Compatibility 500HLV; 
Panoramic Rotation 360 °   
 


